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Grade 6  First Term 

Dalal Al-Mutairi   dandash74         MDalalnow 

 

Wha was 
Ayoub Husein?

What did he 
use to be?

Where can 
you see his 

work?

What did he 
paint about

What did he 
build

 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

model ァクヱョル  furniture ゐゅをぺ  background りケヱタャや るΑヘヤカ 
show チケバΑ  rough アもゅワ  foreground りケヱタャや るョキボョ 
soundly ュΚシヱ ¬ヱキヰよ own ポヤゎョΑ middle フタゎルョ 
palm leaves メΑカルャや フバシ collect ノョィΑ made of ラョ ネヱルタョ 
passed away ヴプヱゎ  move to  ヴャや メボゎルΑ    

cot メヘヅ ケΑケシ      

Main Topic: ( Ayoub Hussien : the Famous Artist ) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 1 
A famous Artist 

He was a famous Kuwaiti artist. 

He used to be a 

teacher. 

You can see his 

work at the 

Kuwait Museum. 

He painted about 

old Kuwait. 

He built models 

of old Kuwaiti 

buildings. 

Remember the Wh-questions that we use for 

discussion! 

Who – Where – When – What - Why ??? 
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Grammar Review: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ayoub Hussein 

painted this  picture. 

I can see a baby from old Kuwait 

sleeping in a basket. Babies in the past 

used to sleep in a basket for ten days. 

✓ Where did babies use to sleep in the 

past? 

They used to sleep in  

a manazz or a karouka. 

Made of palm leaves Made of wood. 

I used to paint in the past. 

 

I didn’t use to play football. 

We use it to talk 

about old things or 

habits  in the 

past. 
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Language Functions ( Speech Acts ): 

 

 

 

 

Writing Practice ( description of a picture ): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

advertisement ラΚハや  Scuba diving ソヱピャや  miss れヱヘΑ 
aquarium ヶもゅョ ポゅョシぺ チヱェ  tasty クΑクャ  price ケバシ 
happily りキゅバシよ exciting ケΑをョ edition ケやキタや 
businessman メゅョハぺ メィケ show チヱケハ deal るボヘタ 

sphere ヵヱケミ ュシィ  Old-fashioned ュΑキホ browser ウヘタゎョャや 
feed ュバヅΑ     

 

I think ……….       In my opinion ………… 

I prefer ……….       My favourite is ………… because …… 

Expressing Opinion: 

Preferences: 

Ayoub Hussein painted about people in old 

Kuwait. In this painting, I can see people 

carrying furniture on their heads. In the 

background, there are old houses. In the 

middle, there is an old street of Kuwait. I 

love this picture. It’s my favourite because I 
like the colours in it. 

In describing a picture, use these words: 

I can see…   ,   In the background…. ,  there is ….   ,   
there are …..  .  I  like the picture because …… 

Unit 2 
An Advertisement for Kuwait 
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Main Topic (Interesting Places to visit in Kuwait): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grammar Review: 

 

 

When the verb in the ( if part ) is in the present we use ( will / won’t  + infinitive ): 
 

 

 

 

 

 

If you visit Kuwait 

Towers, you will enjoy 

delicious food and the 

high view. 

Dickson & his wife Umm 

Saud lived there. 

You can learn a lot about 

old Kuwait when you visit 

Dickson House. 

Failaka is the 

most famous 

Kuwaiti Island. 

You can see old 

buildings in it. 

If you visit the 

aquarium, you can 

see divers feeding 

the sharks. 

Suggest more places to visit in 
Kuwait! 

 

1) The Red Fort: If you visit the Red Fort in 

Jahra City, you will learn about Kuwait History. 

2) Entertainment City: If you go there, you will go 

on rides, see shows and play games. 

 If you don’t start now, you won’t finish on time. 

 If you visit Failakha, you will sea the lovely ruins. 

 If Conditional I: 
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Language Functions ( Speech Acts ): 

 

 

 

 

Writing Practice (designing an advert): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose the right word from a, b, c and d: 

• If you ___________ hard, you won’t pass the exam. 
a) studying    b) don’t study    c) studied d) haven’t study 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. If you work hard, you ( win ) the prize.      [correct the verb] 

   If you work hard, you ___ will win ______  the prize. 

I will ……….       I’m going to ………… 

You could ……….     Let’s visit…..  We should  …………  
If you visit ……, you will ….. 

Talking about plans 

Making 

Arrangements: 

An advert must have: 

1) Title  2) description   3) Price  4) Simple picture   

5) Information 6) suitable ending 

iPhone 7 

All new & modern mobile Phone 

You can buy it at a great price. 

This mobile 

has great 

apps and 

games! 

It has a big 

screen and 

easy to use!! 

Come And Buy It At Our Store In Hawally! ending 

description 

price 
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Where do car 
accidents 
happen?

Why do car 
accidents 
happen?

What should you 
do if you see a 
car accident?

How are injured 
people carried to 

the hospital?

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

actor メをョョ  x-ray るバセぺ ケヱタΑ  hit ュキヅタΑ 
episode ¬コィ ヱや るボヤェ  remember ケミクゎΑ  leave ケキゅピΑ 
broken ケヱシミョ receptionist メゅよボゎシや フドヱョ hastily メゅィバゎシゅよ 
frightened フもゅカ daughter るルよや   

safety ラゅョぺ worried ペヤホ   
 

Main Topic (A Local Television Programme): 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 3 
A Local Television Programme 

They happen in the street. 

Because some people 

drive their cars 

fast. 
I should call the 

police to help. 

They are carried by 

an ambulance 

The doctor helps sick people. 

The nurse helps the doctor. 

The receptionist answers the telephone. 
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Grammar Review: 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

✓ What should you do if you have a broken arm? 

I should have an x-ray and put a plaster. 

The  Formula ( Wh- question ) 

Wh-Q    +   Helping verb      +  Subject   +      Main Verb  + ….? 
What   did   She / he  play 

When   did   they / you  read 

Why   did   Samia   stay 

Question Formation in the past 

[ Because ] 

They came late to school because 

their car broke down. 

Linking Words: 

[ So ] 

Ali was the fastest runner so 

he won the race. 

 

Short answer questions: starts with a helping verb ( Did / Do / Will / Does / Can ) 

Examples:  

Did you enjoy the film? 

 

 

What is your favourite cartoon on TV? 

My favourite cartoon is Sponge Bob.  

Why do people watch funny cartoons? 

They watch funny cartoons to laugh. 

Is watching TV for a long time bad? 

Why? Yes, it’s bad for your eyes. 
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Why is water 
important for 

us?

Where does 
Kuwait get 

water from?

What might 
happen if people 

drink dirty water?

Why do people 
build desalination 

plants?

 

 

We always use the gerund form ( v + ing ) after these words ( like/ prefer/ enjoy ) 

 

   

 

 

Writing Practice ( A report on a film or TV programme ): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

desalination plant ロゅΑョャや ケΑヅボゎ るヅェョ  waste  ケキヰΑノΑッΑ ヱや   hold メョェΑ 
dirty ケクホ ヱや オシヱ carefully ケクェよ  iceberg ヵキΑヤィ メよィ 
expensive ヶャゅビ ヱや ラΑョを rich ヶルビ melt ゆヱクΑ ヱや ケヰタルΑ 
factory ノルタョ take out ラョ ァケカΑ   

 

Main Topic ( Potable Water in Kuwait ) 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 like/prefer/enjoy +…ing 

 I like watching Harry Potter films. 

 

 I enjoy shopping at the Avenues. 

 

 I prefer drinking milk. 

 

Last night, I watched a lovely film. The name of the film is 

Frozen. It is a story of two sisters who love each other very 

much. The film is so funny and the music is great in the film. I 

will watch it again with my friends soon. 

Unit 4 
Potable Water 

It helps us to 

keep healthy. 

We get water 

from the sea 

People might get sick or die. 

To take the salt out of sea 

water and make it drinking 

water. 
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Grammar Review:        

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing Practice (Designing a poster): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

Coral reef るΑルゅィケョ ゆバセ  whale れヱェ squid ケゅ∂よェャや 
Lay eggs チΑよャや ノッゎ spike ポやヱセぺ  sink ソヱピΑ 
pattern るプケカコ ヱぺ ヅョル slowly ¬ヅよよ poisonous ュゅシ 
turtle りゅヘェヤシ shipwreck るルΑヘシャや ュゅヅェ finally  ⇔やケΑカぺ 

Kuwait Towers are famous and they 

hold drinking water too. 

Who refers 

to PEOPLE 

❖ Be careful of the car which 

is coming very fast. 

❖ I liked the bag which was in 

the market. 

Which refers 

to THINGS 

❖ We invited Rana who came to 

Kuwait Yesterday. 

❖ That is Mr. Ali who teaches 

us English. 

Who  /  Which 

Unit 5 
Sea World Secrets 
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Main Topic (Sea World Secrets) 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3- Is the Whale Shark dangerous? 

No, but it’s big and you mustn’t 
swim near it. 

1- Where does the Whale Shark live? 

It lives in warm waters near Kuwait. 

The Whale Shark is the largest shark. 

2- What does the Whale Shark eat? 

It eats small fish and plants. 

Turtle  ❖ What has a turtle got?    

It has got a shell. 

❖ Where does it lay eggs? 

It lays eggs in a hole in the sand at the beach. 

❖ What has a butterfly fish got?    

It has got beautiful colours so it can hide. 

❖ Where does it live? 

It lives in the coral reef. Butterfly Fish  

❖ What has a puffer fish got?    

It has got sharp teeth and spikes. 

❖ What happens when it’s frightened? 

It drinks a lot of water so it’s round and bigger.

Puffer Fish  

A puffer fish can be dangerous. Why? 

Because it can be poisonous. 

Don’t eat 
me I’m 
poisonous! 

Which animals can you see 

at the bottom of the sea? 

I can see a squid and 

puffer fish. 
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Grammar Review: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Writing Practice (Writing a short story): 

 

 

Title Treasure Map 

Setting Salmiya Beach, summer 

2015 

Characters Eman, Dana, the mother 

and people at the beach 

Plot   Playing on the beach, 

found a map, read the 

map, found some 

treasure, they take it to 

the police, got a prize. 

 

 

 

It is used to express actions that were going on for a period of time when another 

event occurred. Key word is ( When ) 

They were having lunch 

when it started to rain. 

She was doing her homework 

when the phone rang. 

 

I             Was    /    Were   +  ( ing ) 

 

He    She   It       You  We   They 

Past Continuous: 

A short story needs: 

2) Title  2) setting (when & where)   3) Characters (Who)   

5) Plot (What happened- events) 
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Vocabulary Corner:        

Word Meaning Word Meaning Word Meaning 

decide ケケボΑ  drown ベケピΑ someone ゅョ ソカセ 
newspaper りキΑケィ suddenly りほィプ  medal るΑャやキΑョ 
reach ヴャや メタΑ award りほプゅミョ certificate りキゅヰセ 
scream ォケタΑ try メヱゅェΑ exhausted ペワケョ 

Shore  メェゅシ practice ゆΑケキゎ   

trouble るよヱバタ ヱや るヤミセョ problem るヤミセョ   

 

Main Topic ( Newspaper headlines and stories ) 

What do people read in the newspaper?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit 6 
A Brave Boy 

They read the news and stories 

in the newspaper. 

What should you do if you see someone drowning 

and you can’t swim?    I should call for help. 

Why do people get awards? 

They get awards when they win or do 

something great. 

What would you say if your friend wins 

an award? 

I’d say : “ Congratulations!” 
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Grammar Review:        

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is used to express actions that were going on for a period of time when another event 

occurred.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

End of the First Term 

 

Study Hard  

     Best wishes for all,, 

       Dalal Al-Mutairi 

Remember to use ( was / 

were + ing ) to express 

ongoing actions in the past 

Past Continuous ( while ) 

While they were eating dinner, their aunt came home. 

 

Do as shown in brackets: 

1. While Fahed ( drive ) to work, a car hit him.   [Correct th verb] 

While Fahed was driving to work, a car hit him.    

Choose the right word from a, b, c and d: 

• While I _________ to school, I fell down. 

a) ran  b) running  c) was running  d) runs 

• They ate popcorn while they _________ the film. 

a) were watching b) watching    c) watches  d) was watching 


